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Elliott Wave Degree Key
Stock Indices

All the key stock indices continue their ascent. For this weeks I will be looking for

a bull market correction in the SPX from the `930.00 to 1950.00 range.

T-Note Rates

Any further downside in this benchmark rate will be a technical break down that

targets a sub 2.00% rates.

Euro-fx to US$

While this markets finally took a breather last week the bigger picture still sug-

gests further weakness in the Euro-fx and further strength in the DX Index.

Commodity Sector

There is no way to sugar coat it. The commodity sector confirmed a major top last

week. Commodity prices are headed lower. No commodity will be immune.

Lumber

Over the years Lumber has always peaked well in advance of the major financial

crises. It has been a useful lead indicator. It peaked back in Feb of 2013.

RBOB

RBOB looks like it may have just completed a major head and shoulders top pat-

tern. And it did so from a bullish sentiment extreme. Buyers beware.

Natgas

Natgas is not a market fond of congesting. Yet from here Natgas looks capable of a

few weeks of non-trending volatility, that is, congestion.

The market commentary contained in this document represents the opinions of the author. Such opinions are subject to change without notice. Principals and employees
of United-ICAP may or may not trade in the commodities discussed in this document, taking positions similar or opposite to the positions discussed herein. The
information contained in this document is taken from sources we believe to be reliable, but it is not guaranteed by us as to the accuracy or completeness thereof and
is sent to you for information purposes only. Commodity trading involves risk and is not for everyone.  Any trade recommendations contained in this document are
generated by Walter Zimmerman who is a registered futures broker with United-ICAP (ICAP Corporates LLC) and are intended to be a solicitation to enter into the
recommended trades through United-ICAP (ICAP Corporates LLC) as futures broker.
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SPX - weekly

Still headed higher

• Our bearish wave count pegs this leg up from

the 1814.36 low as the final leg up of the

entire advance from the 666.79 low.

• There was no hint of peaking action in last

weeks price action.

See next page.
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SPX - 240 minute Still in wave 3 of “5” up

• Expect the wave 3 up from 1862.36 will peak into 1932.00 to 1950.00

• Expect a 50% retracement for the wave 4 correction.

• From a 1950.00 area wave 3 peak that would yield a 1905.00 area

wave 4 low.

See no point in specualting on candidates for the final wave 5 peak until

we know where the wave 3 up ends and where the wave 4 down finishes.
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Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index
( all listed A abd B shares )
weekly chart

In wave 2 up

My wave count targets this presumed wave

2 bear market correction to a 2212.00 area

peak. Bulls need a decisive break out above

the triangle resistance line.
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Ten Year T-Note Interest Rate - weekly

Almost broke down

I need to see a decisive weekly lose below the 2.470% neck-

line to confirm the case for a drop to the 1.930% area. Last

week closed at 2.457%. So it almost broke down, but almost

does not count. Unfortunately for advocates of higher inter-

est rates ANY further downside this week will be a decisive

break down. It is rally or else time for the bulls.
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US Dollar ( DX Index ) - weekly

Still headed higher

My target for this leg up in the DX Index is the

82.550 to 82.930 range. See the 80.440 and

81.40 levels as possible candidates for the start

of minor bull market corrections.
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Euro-fx - weeklyStill heading lower

Last week held the .7862 retrace-

ment of the leg up from the 1.3477

low. However last weeks candlestick

was only a spinning top. It was not

any kind of bullish reversal pattern.

So I still see the trend as down. Maybe

we get a minor bear market rest stop.

But I am still targeting a test of the

lower wedge support line.
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Components

• Energy 32.7%

• Industrial Metals 18.6%

• Precious Metals 12.6%

• Grains 11.7%

• Beans 10.4%

• Softs 8.4%

• Livestock 5.7%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index - daily

Confirmed Breakdown

With last weeks decisive break down below the 143.75 level there

can be no doubt that the commodity sector is headed lower. How

much lower? My minimum target is still the 128.00 to 126.00 range.

And on a decisive break below the 125.00 level? See next page.
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Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index - monthly

Bearish Case

This is the wave count for the major time cycle low into the 2016 - 2017 window.

My price target for that cycle low is the 90.00 to 75.00 range. This would mark a

return to commodity prices not seen since 1998 - 1999. And that would obviously

mean deflation. And I do not see how we can get such a dramatic deflation in

commodity prices without a major, global, economic contraction.
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Lumber - monthlyUh oh!

One can quickly grasp why real estate bulls are

not talking much about Lumber futures. The rally

from 137.9 stopped right where a bear market

correction should have stopped. And then the

rally from the 277.4 low stopped right where a

bear market correction should have stopped.

Downside Risk

The key is obviously the up trend

support line marked by the green

line. If that line breaks my minimum

target becomes 198.0 with 119.0 the

next step down below that.
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Brent - daily

Brent - Weekly Support and Resistance

R2 - 110.65 as .7862 of 111.04 to 109.22

R1 - 110.35 as .618 of the ame

S1 - 108.45 as .618 of 106.85 to 111.04

S2 - 106.65 as .618 of 103.95 to 111.04

Headed lower

The main event two weeks ago was the

retreat from my key 111.00 resistance

area. The main event last week was the

follow through on the downside. With a

break below 109.35 ( imminent ) my mini-

mum target becomes the 108.45 level. My

next step don from there is 106.65
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WTI - Weekly Support and Resistance

R2 - 107.40 as .618 -A- = -C-

R1 - 104.00 as .7862 of 104.50 to 102.40

S1 - 100.95 as .618 of 98.74 to 104.50

S2 - 99.95 as .7862 of the same

WTI - daily

Failure

With last weeks RBOB failure into my most bearish case resis-

tance there was no upside for WTI. And if this week RBOB keels

over and heads south then I expect WTI will do the same. How

low can WTI fall and still be good for a rally to the 108.00 area?

Peg 100.00 the must hold for WTI bulls.
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Spot WTI minus spot Brent
daily ( rolling WTI 6 days early )

Peaking Action Due

If this is the right shoulder of a big head

and shouders top then this spread should

now start keeling over to head south. Peg

the -15.00 area a high probability candi-

date for the Q4 2014 seasonal cycle low.
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RBOB Weekly Support and Resistance

R2 - 3.0610 as .7862 of 3.1128 to 2.8718

R1 - 3.0280 as .618 “a” = “c”

S1 - 2.9325 as .618 of 2.8718 to 3.0310

S2 - 2.9060 as .7862 of the same

Failure into key resistance

My most bearish case for RBOB was a peak into

the 3.0280 area. Last week double topped there.

Unless RBOB can sustain a break above 3.06800

from here, then based on the price action so

far, my candidate for the Q4 seasonal cycle low

is the 2.6400 area.

 RBOB - daily chart
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2nd month RBOB minus spot month Brent

rolling RBOB 14 days early

daily chart

Was that it for the correction?

The tetxbook five wave decline from 17.94 to 12.63

means that decline was only the initial leg down of the

larger seasonal decline that should persist into Q4. The

question was how much of a bear market correction

we would get before the seasonal decline resumes. Last

week’s doji star top from only a .382 retracement is

not good news for refiners.

Key support

The only hope for further correc-

tive action before the seasonal

decline resumes requires support

into the 13.40 to 13.00 range,
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ULSD - weekly  chart

March Rally: MIA

ULSD just gave the lowest weekly close since

November 2013. With any further downside next

week could easily give the lowest weekly close

since June 2013. Evidently the bearish sentiment

is not yet extreme enough for a rally.

See next page.
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ULSD - daily  chart

Further downside on tap

Last weeks sharp losses takes me

right back to the bearish wave count

and the 2.8400 to 2.8140 target

range. The case for an ABCDE from

the 3.3700 high is derailed by a de-

cisive close below 2.7575

ULSD - Weekly Support and Resistance

R2 - 2.9375 as .618 of 2.9725 to 2.8805

R1 - 2.9020 as .236 of the same

S1 - 2.8365 as “a” = “c” of ( E )

S2 - 2.8140 as .618 ( C ) = ( E )
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2nd month ULSD minus spot month Brent

rolling ULSD 14 days early

daily chart

Further weakness on tap

The conclusion of last weeks report was that the Diesel-Brent

crack requires an immediate and sustained reversal higher

to avoid a serious dump lower. It did not rally. It dumped.

And I still see room down to the 11.15 to 10.80 range.
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Natgas - 300 minute

Natgas - Weekly Support and Resistance

R2 - 4770 as .852 of 4.852 to 4.289

R1 - 4.640 as .618 of the same

S1 - 4.430 as .618 of 4.289 to 4.665

S1 - 4.345 as .852 of the same

Bullish Case

To prove that the 4.852 to 4.289 decline

was a completed bull market correction

requires a decisive close above 4.770

Bearish Case

To prove that the 4.289 to 4.665 rally

was a completed bear market correction

requires a decisive close below 4.310

Congestion on tap?

Natgas is not a market fond of congesting.

Yet from here Natgas looks capable of a few

weeks of congestion between 4.770 and 4.310
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Coal - weekly

Still headed lower

Coal had yet another terrible week for the

bulls. And the price pattern promises that

it will only get worse for the bulls.

Still targeting the 56.00 to 54.00 range,

especially after last week’s decisive close

below the 61.25 level.


